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Introduction
DaVinciGraph stands as the premier token management suite on the Hedera Network, offering
a range of tailored services to streamline and enhance the Hedera experience. Our suite
includes the On-Chain Token management, Token/LP Locker, Token Burner, DaVinciPics, Token
Launchpad, and Airdrop System, all designed to empower ventures on the Hedera network.

Problem Statement
Managing tokens on the Hedera network can be a complex and time-consuming task. There are
many different tools and services available, but they are often fragmented and difficult to use.
This can make it difficult for token creators, Dapp developers, and project leaders to manage
their tokens effectively.

Solution
DaVinciGraph is a one-stop shop for all of your token management needs. It provides a
comprehensive suite of tools and services that are easy to use and affordable.
DaVinciGraph also offers a token launchpad and an airdrop system to help you promote
your token and reach a wider audience.

DaVinciGraph Services

On-Chain Token management
Empower your token endeavors effortlessly with DaVinciGraph's On-Chain Token Management.
In just a few clicks, our user-friendly platform allows users to create and manage their tokens
seamlessly on the Hedera Network.



Token/LP Locker
Token Locker offers a secure way to lock tokens, demonstrating a long-term commitment to the
community. This feature provides an additional layer of security for liquidity providers, building
trust within the community and contributing to Hedera's overall security.

Token Burner
Token Burner allows you to burn tokens to permanently remove them from circulation. This can
be useful for reducing the total supply of tokens and increasing scarcity.

DaVinciPics
DaVinciPics allows you to manage your token logo. This includes uploading, storing, and
retrieving logos.

For Token Creators
DaVinciPics streamlines token logo management in the Hedera ecosystem. Token creators can
upload logos once, saving time and ensuring universal representation across DApps. The
platform offers theme-switching capabilities, allowing dynamic and engaging token
representation for different occasions or seasons. This promotes visual allure and recognition.
For instance, creators of the Grelf token can easily update their logo for holidays, instantly
reflecting across all DApps using DaVinciPics. The simplicity and efficiency of DaVinciPics
enhance the overall visual experience within the Hedera ecosystem.

For Dapp Developers
DaVinciPics simplifies logo integration for Dapp developers. In just five minutes, developers can
implement comprehensive logo management for all tokens, eliminating the need for
time-consuming forms. DaVinciPics serves as a definitive source of truth for token logos,
accessed via Token IDs. The platform handles complexities related to liquidity and wrapped
tokens, ensuring a seamless user experience. Security is prioritized, with rigorous validation
processes for uploaded files, safeguarding against malicious code. DaVinciPics is a crucial tool
that supports Hedera's scale and ambition, offering an efficient solution for token logo
management.



Token Launchpad
Token Launchpad is a springboard for new projects on the Hedera Network. This platform
empowers creators to introduce their tokens to a wider audience by facilitating initial token
offerings. The integrated suite of tools helps manage the complexities of launching a token,
such as creating smart contracts, ensuring compliance, and orchestrating the distribution of
tokens. It's a comprehensive ecosystem where communities can gather to support and fund
innovative projects. For project leaders, this resource simplifies the journey from idea to launch;
for investors, it offers a curated selection of potential opportunities with transparency and due
diligence in vetting.

Airdrop System
DaVinciGraph's Airdrop System is designed to enhance community engagement by enabling
projects to distribute free tokens to holders or potential users within the Hedera ecosystem.
It's an excellent tool for promotional campaigns, allowing projects to reward loyal community
members, increase the token's distribution, or incentivize particular behaviors. The system
boasts easy-to-use features for setting up and executing airdrops, including advanced targeting
options, automated distribution mechanisms, and tracking capabilities. This ensures that
airdrops are conducted fairly, efficiently, and in a manner that aligns with the project's strategic
goals. With this service, increasing a token's visibility and adoption becomes an accessible and
streamlined process.

Benefits

● Save time and money: DaVinciGraph's tools and services are easy to use and
affordable, which can save you time and money.

● Increase efficiency: DaVinciGraph's tools and services can help you increase
your efficiency by streamlining your token management processes.

● Reduce risk: DaVinciGraph's tools and services are designed to help you reduce
risk by providing you with the tools you need to manage your tokens effectively.

Target Audience

DaVinciGraph is designed for token creators, Dapp developers, and project leaders who
need to manage tokens on the Hedera Hashgraph network.



DaVinciGraph Utility NFTs
DaVinciGraph introduces a class of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) that go beyond digital artistry to
offer tangible value within our expanding ecosystem. Ownership of a DaVinciGraph Utility NFT
isn't just about holding a collectible digital asset it's a multifaceted investment that unlocks a
suite of exclusive benefits and privileges.
Each holder of a DaVinciGraph Utility NFT will gain prioritized access to several premier
opportunities:

● Private-Sale Participation: NFT owners will be eligible to partake in private sales of the
DAVINCI Token, acquiring these tokens at potentially preferential rates prior to their
general public release.

● Token Airdrops: NFT holders may become recipients of DAVINCI Token airdrops,
enhancing their digital asset holdings passively and ensuring they are integral parts of
the token's distribution and adoption curve.

● Dev-Credit: The utility extends into practical applications as well, granting NFT holders
development credits. These can be utilized across the DaVinciGraph suite of services,
decreasing the barrier to entry and fostering innovation and growth within the community
of token creators and service users.

1. DaVinciGraph Bronze NFT: total supply 3000, price $50, Each NFT allows you to buy
3000 DAVINCI tokens in the private sale. Get 500 DAVINCI token airdrop by holding this
NFT. Receive $25 DaVinciGraph Dev credit.

2. DaVinciGraph Silver NFT: total supply 2000, price $100, Each NFT allows you to buy
5000 DAVINCI tokens in the private sale. Get 1000 DAVINCI token airdrop by holding
this NFT. Receive $50 DaVinciGraph Dev credit.

3. DaVinciGraph Gold NFT: total supply 1000, price $150, Each NFT allows you to buy
11000 DAVINCI tokens in the private sale. Get 1500 DAVINCI token airdrop by holding
this NFT. Receive $75 DaVinciGraph Dev credit.

The DaVinciGraph Utility NFT thus represents an asset that adds both immediate and lingering
value to an investor's portfolio. It's not just an art piece; it's a key to unlocking a richer, more
engaging experience within the DaVinciGraph ecosystem, facilitating both participation and
contribution, while also offering potential financial incentives.



DaVinciGraph(DAVINCI)Token
DAVINCI token, pivotal in DaVinciGraph, has 90M supply: 30M for airdrop, 30M for private and
public sale, and 30M for liquidity. Pre-sale funds, along with 30M DAVINCI for liquidity, will
enable listing on SaucerSwap.You are getting 25% extra dev credit when you pay DAVINCI for
using DaVinciGraph services.

● Token ID: 0.0.3706639
● Total Supply: 90,000,000 DAVINCI
● AirDrop: 30,000,000 DAVINCI
● Private and public sale: 30,000,000 DAVINCI
● Liquidity: 30,000,000 DAVINCI
● Private-sale price $0.01
● Public-sale price $0.03

RoadMap

Market Analysis Jul 2022
Structure Analysis Jul 2022
Whitepaper Jul 2022
UI UX Designs Aug 2022
Website Setup Aug 2022
Hedera Integration Sep 2022
Hashpack Integration Oct 2022
Arweave Integration Oct 2022
Social Medias Oct 2022
Minting NFTs Dec 2022
Start of NFTs Sale Dec 2022
Marketing Campaign Jan 2023
DaVinciGraph Devs Mar 2023
Token Creator Apr 2023
Token Locker Jul 2023
Locker API Jul 2023
DaVinciPics Oct 2023
Policy update Nov 2023
Token Vesting Dec 2023



DAVINCI Private Sale Jan 2024
DAVINCI Public Sale Feb 2024
List DAVINCI on SauserSwap Mar 2024
Token launchpad Jun 2024
Airdrop Syatem Jul 2024
DAVINCI Airdrop 1/10 Aug 2024
DAVINCI Airdrop 2/10 Nov 2024
DAVINCI Airdrop 3/10 Feb 2025
DAVINCI Airdrop 4/10 May 2025
DAVINCI Airdrop 5/10 Aug 2025
DAVINCI Airdrop 6/10 Nov 2025
DAVINCI Airdrop 7/10 Feb 2026
DAVINCI Airdrop 8/10 May 2026
DAVINCI Airdrop 9/10 Aug 2026
DAVINCI Airdrop 10/10 Nov 2026

links
● Website
● X
● Youtube
● Tiktok
● Discord
● Instagram
● Telegram
● Medium
● GitHub

https://davincigraph.io/
https://x.com/davincigraph
https://www.youtube.com/@DavinciGraph
https://www.tiktok.com/@davincigraph
https://discord.gg/dGvkBmQGt9
https://instagram.com/davincigraph.io
https://t.me/davincigraph
https://davincigraph.medium.com/
https://github.com/DaVinciGraph

